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Hi All.....
Apples---**There is a little to much Secondary around....Going back to the 70 Hour
- Wetting Event - late April. I recall there was a general-consensus that in
many many Orchards the Weather was out-running the Scab-I-Cide
Protection/Coverage....It was a crazy relentless ordeal....for darn near 4
days ....
There are several pretty-costly Chemistries that some want to add to
the Captan80WDG for Apps on SecondaryScab. But many of you, and
me, have seen the 5Lb.-Captan80WDG-per-Acre @ 7 Day Intervals for a
Total of 3 Applns, do well by itself if the Weather is mostly dry....like it
has been for the most part around here lately. You may need a 4th and
5th Appln, if the Weather is Rainy. You may want to do some
math....You're allowed 40 Lbs-Acre-season....
Also...If you want to consider the cheapest ''Other Compounds'' to add,
maybe Indar 2F [8 oz-apprx $18] or Rally [8oz-$22]
**Primary is still on .... Stay Tuned.
**There's a lot of New-Planted little guys around the Ridge area with a lot
of Bloom.... and there was a certified F.Blight Infection Sat.PM.??
!!!! And Urgent .....Any of Ya'll getting this....If you are seeing any
F.Blight Symptoms where you used the ''CS2005 Early Program'' and/or
the ''CS2005 Extended Program'' ... please check in with me so we can
figure out how it got thru. So far all those reporting are clean of any
F.Blight and also there's no Secondary Scab to be found. Please let me
know what you're seeing - finding.
And !!! Not quite as Urgent ....the Michigan Apple Association Golf
Outing is 1 Week out.... I think most of you got my Fwd from Amy...??
10 a.m.Mon-12th - '''The Falls at Barber Creek''' - Kent City ....Please
see the mile-long-link you need to click on ....It's on the earlier Email...
All you have to do is 'click' on it.... that Fwd from Amy that I sent to
you....seriously..... a 1 mile long '''link''' ....
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'''P.S.''' I have a Fave Bizz Associate from the SW-US that is looking
to move to Central Michigan where he can be closer to You All.
He kind of wanted a location where-from he could drive to
any Michigan Customer within a couple hours. He thought he had a
place by Stanton all dialed in, but for 5 weeks now the Owners
current Renter is refusing to move out.
If you know of a
place, please let me know...... Much Appreciated. We need him
here!!!

